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FIGURE 1. Map of lower portion of the Martin River Glacier showing location 
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OUTLINE OF THE LAKE 
DURING JUNE 1959 
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F.IGURE 12. Tsperatlae profile aero,, the aiddle or Miller 
Lake, ~ 29, 1963, llhow1Dg vertical diaplao•ent 
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F.CGURE i,. Mean taaperatau-e Ql1rft tor Miler Lake duJling the period 
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F!OURE 14. Temperature curve for Miller Lake. June 7. 1963s note 
hom.otharmal condition. 
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FIGURE 2l. Mean tanperature ~ £ol4 Miller Lake during the }'$riod 
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FIGURE 22. Temperature cul"V'e for the wwst-central part (A) of Miller Lake, 
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Map Showing the Location 
of Three 'lbermal Stations 
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FIGURE 27. Temperature curve for Miller Lake in mack Lake Cove, 
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FIGURE Jl. Vertical distribution of turbidity Pin ppm silica 
units) in the east-central (A) and south astern 
(8) parts of Miller Lake, August 7, 1963. 
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nGURE 32. Heating thE' top few decimeters of Miller Lake; (A)• 
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FIGURE J4. Vertical distribution of co2 and pH 
in Miller Lake, August 7, 1963. 
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FIGURE 35. Vertical distribution of CO2 and pH in 
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ITGURE 38. Locations of sediment samples in Miller Lake. 
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